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Abstract

Clinical studies have revealed that social support improves the outcome of cancer patients, whereas epidemiologic studies suggest that social isolation increases the risk of
death associated with several chronic diseases. However, the precise molecular consequences of an unfavorable social environment have not been defined. To do so, robust,
reproducible preclinical models are needed to study the mechanisms whereby an adverse
environment affects gene expression and cancer biology. Because random assignment of
inbred laboratory mice to well-defined social environments allows accurate and repeated
measurements of behavioral and endocrine parameters, transgenic mice provide a preclinical
framework with which to begin to determine gene-environment mechanisms. In this study, we
found that female C3(1)/SV40 T-antigen mice deprived of social interaction from weaning exhibited increased expression of genes encoding key metabolic pathway enzymes in the premalignant mammary gland. Chronic social isolation was associated with up-regulated lipid
synthesis and glycolytic pathway gene expression—both pathways are known to contribute
to increased breast cancer growth. Consistent with the expression of metabolic genes in premalignant mammary tissue, isolated mice subsequently developed a significantly larger
mammary gland tumors burden compared with group-housed mice. Endocrine evaluation
confirmed that isolated mice developed a heightened corticosterone stress response compared with group-housed mice. Together, these transdisciplinary studies show for the first
time that an adverse social environment is associated with altered mammary gland gene expression and tumor growth. Moreover, the identification of specific alterations in metabolic
pathways gene expression favoring tumor growth suggests potential molecular biomarkers
and/or targets (e.g., fatty acid synthesis) for preventive intervention in breast cancer.

The epidemiologic association between social environment,

known. Because of the genetic and environmental variation
in human populations, studying these underlying mechanisms is highly complex. Therefore, preclinical models are
required to guide and refine hypothesis-driven clinical research questions. The recent discovery that mediators of neuroendocrine physiology [e.g., the β-adrenergic receptors 1 and
2 and glucocorticoid receptor (GR)] are expressed in breast
(4, 5), ovarian (6), and prostate (7) cancer epithelium, as well
as in diverse cell types of the surrounding stroma, provides
evidence of potential physiologic connections between the
(a) social environment, (b) neuroendocrine stress response,
and (c) tumor gene expression and phenotype. An in vivo
model to examine gene-environment interactions of such complexity requires a transdisciplinary approach that combines
biobehavioral, endocrine, and tumor biology expertise. In
turn, clinical and translational research might then examine
the hypotheses suggested by preclinical animal data (8).
Despite the intriguing evidence supporting a connection
between chronic social stressors and the natural history of
human cancer, previous animal models have not combined
biobehavioral, endocrine, and tumor biology expertise in a

stress, and a variety of human pathologies, including cardiovascular disease and cancer, is well established (1–3). The
underlying molecular mechanisms, however, are largely un-
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Social environment

transdisciplinary approach. For example, although it is
known from experiments using outbred mice that socially isolated males subjected to a superimposed acute stressor display significantly higher circulating corticosterone levels
than group-housed animals (9), little is known about the consequences of the physiologic changes following social isolation on
tumor growth in a well-validated genetically engineered mouse
model of human cancer. Similarly, long-term socially isolated
female Sprague-Dawley rats show increased corticosterone reactivity following exposure to an acute restraint stressor (10). A
separate study that examined innate behavioral phenotypes
showed that Sprague-Dawley female rats born with a relatively
vigilant temperament develop earlier mammary gland tumors
compared with innately social females (11). A follow-up study6
revealed that isolated female rats exhibit both a higher corticosterone response to a restraint stressor and a greater likelihood
of malignant versus benign mammary gland tumors. None of
these models, however, have considered tissue gene expression
changes and mammary gland pathology in conjunction with
measuring the neuroendocrine stress response associated with
a chronically adverse social environment.
In C3(1)/SV40 large T-antigen (Tag) mice, the C3(1) promoter fragment of the rat prostatic steroid binding protein
gene is used to drive the gene encoding SV40 Tag. Unlike other commonly used transgenic promoters, including MMTV
and WAP, the C3(1) fragment activity is not influenced by variations in stress-responsive hormones (described in this report)
or estrogens (12). Based on the rodent biobehavioral literature,
we predicted that female SV40 Tag mice subjected to chronic
social isolation would develop measurable alterations in their
corticosterone responses to everyday stressors (e.g., door
openings, cage changes, mammary gland palpation, and tumor measurements). Furthermore, we hypothesized that these
endocrine changes would be accompanied by changes in
mammary gland gene expression and, potentially, with subsequent differences in mammary tumor growth. To test this hypothesis, following weaning, female SV40 Tag mice were
assigned to markedly different social conditions. One cohort
was housed in groups of four female mice, whereas the other
cohort contained individually housed mice deprived of any
interaction with other mice (social isolation). Repeated measures of mammary gland tumor size, gene expression, tumor
differentiation, systemic corticosterone levels, and behavior
were taken throughout the animals' life span. We observed
significant differences in mammary gland tissue gene expression and subsequent tumor growth in the isolated versus
group-housed animals. This in vivo model and the accompanying transdisciplinary approach together provide a new
framework with which to begin to evaluate the molecular mechanisms whereby an adverse social environment may be associated with changes in breast cancer biology.

The University of Chicago Animal Care and National Institutes of
Health guidelines were followed for all animal studies. Female offspring were weaned from their mothers at 3 wk of age and placed
with their female siblings. Based on results from the open-field behavior test at 3.5 wk (inborn vigilance), balanced behavioral cohorts of
female mice were divided into either socially isolated (single-housed)
or group-housed environments. Details regarding separation of
animals into housing environments are given below. Isolated cages
measured 11 × 6.5 × 5 in., and group-housed cages measured 15 ×
9 × 9 in. A 12-h light/dark cycle was maintained with lights out from
11:00 a.m. to 11: 00 p.m., so that mice were active during the investigators' measurements and their sleep cycle was not interrupted. Vaginal cytology was assessed daily in both groups to identify the length
and periodicity of the estrous cycle. Of critical importance, all mice
were sacrificed precisely 6 h into the dark cycle and during the estrus
phase of the reproductive cycle to minimize experimental variability
and to maximize interindividual reproducibility of gene expression.

Microarray analysis
Pectoral mammary glands from 15- and 20-wk-old group-housed
and isolated mice were carefully dissected and immediately flashfrozen in liquid nitrogen (n = 4 each). Frozen mammary glands were
thawed on ice and homogenized, and total RNA was isolated
(RNeasy Mini Kit, Qiagen). RNA quality was assessed using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies), and concentration and
260:280 ratios (>1.8 for each sample was considered acceptable) were
determined using an ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop). The
Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array GeneChip (Affymetrix) was used for
global gene expression analysis.
Gene expression microarray data were normalized using the Robust Multiarray Average (RMA) algorithm (13) as implemented in
the “affy” package in Bioconductor.7 Differences in gene expression
between isolated and group-housed animals' glands were assessed using Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM; ref. 14). In SAM, each
gene i is assigned a score di that is proportional to the difference in expression between the two groups relative to the SD and is similar to the
t statistic. Genes with scores exceeding adjustable cutoffs are called significant. These cutoff points are determined by selecting a threshold
parameter Δ so that the corresponding false discovery rate is at the desired level (e.g., 5%). In addition, fold changes >1.25 were required for
a gene to be considered significantly up- or down-regulated. The SAM
P values were determined based on permutations, and analyses were
done using an R package “samr.”8 The gene expression data has been
submitted to the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO).9
Functional category assignment and pathway analyses of the RMAnormalized gene lists were then done using the Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis (IPA) software (Ingenuity Systems 6.5).10 The IPA P value
represents the probability based on Fisher's exact test that each biological function assigned to the data set is due to chance alone. Significance scores of functional categories are given as −log10 (P).
We also compared murine genes with significant expression
changes in the isolated versus group-housed mouse mammary glands
with glucocorticoid-responsive genes identified in cultured human
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 cells were serum
starved for 48 h and then treated with dexamethasone (10−6 mol/L;
versus vehicle). In the latter experiment, we used the Affymetrix human microarray HG-U133+2.0 to assess GR-associated gene expression at six time points from 30 min to 12.5 h following addition
of dexamethasone. We next identified the human probes from the

Materials and Methods
C3(1)/SV40 Tag transgenic mice
Female FVB/N mice homozygous for the SV40 large Tag gene driven by a fragment [C3(1)] of the rat prostatic steroid binding protein
gene promoter were provided by the National Cancer Institute
through the Mouse Models of Cancer Consortium.
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(ERα; 1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti–progesterone receptor
(PR; 1:200, Lab Vision Corporation), anti-GR (1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-CD31 (1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Ki67
(1:200, Lab Vision Corporation), and anti–cleaved caspase-3 (1:50, Biocare Medical).
To evaluate lung metastases, lungs were harvested immediately
after sacrifice. Each right lung was fixed in formalin, whereas the left
lung was immediately flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Formalin-fixed
lungs were bisected from the apex to base and paraffin embedded.
Full-face histologic sections were stained with H&E and examined microscopically for evidence of tumor metastases by two pathologists
(M.T. and T.K.).

HG-U133+2.0 array that are orthologous to the mouse probes in the
Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array.11 Mouse genes that had no available
human orthologous probes were not further considered in the overlap
analysis. The overlapping mouse and human genes with significant
gene expression changes are listed in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4.

Quantitative real-time PCR
Pectoral mammary gland RNA was used in quantitative real-time
reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) assays to validate differences in
gene expression from the gene expression arrays (15). Samples were
run in technical triplicates; β-actin expression was used to normalize
the RNA amount. Primer sequences were as follows: acetyl-CoA carboxylase α (Acaca), 5′-TACTGCCATCCCATGTGC-3′ (forward) and
5′-GCTTCCAGGAGCAGTCGT-3′ (reverse); ATP citrate lyase (Acly),
5 ′ - A G C G AT C C G A A G A G T T G G - 3 ′ ( f o r w a r d ) a n d 5 ′ GTTCTTTGCCGGTCTGCT-3′ (reverse); hexokinase 2 (Hk2), 5′-CTC‐
CGGATGGGACAGAAC-3′ (forward) and 5′-TCGGCAATGTGGTCAAAC-3′ (reverse); and β-actin, 5′-GATATCGCTGCGCTGGTC-3′
(forward) and 5′-AATGGGGTACTTCAGGGTCA-3′ (reverse). Statistical analysis was done using the 2−ΔΔCt approach as described in
ref. (16). For each target gene, a mixed-effects ANOVA model was fitted with Ct as the response variable; housing type, gene type (target
or reference), and housing × gene interaction as the fixed effects; and
mouse as the random effect. A linear contrast was then constructed to
estimate ΔΔCt and its confidence interval, and the results were exponentiated to obtain the estimate of 2−ΔΔCt.

Assessment of tumor differentiation
Paraffin-embedded mouse mammary glands were assessed for tumor morphology following the recommendations of the Annapolis
Mouse Models Pathology Panel (19). A total of nT = 52 individual tumors from eight group-housed mice and nT = 62 tumors from nine isolated mice were evaluated histologically for their degree of glandular
differentiation. Mammary adenocarcinomas showing clear glandular
or papillary formation in more than 75% of the largest cross-sectional
area were classified as well differentiated. Adenocarcinomas in which
glandular formation constituted between 10% and 75% of the total tumor area were classified as moderately differentiated, whereas those
tumors exhibiting less than 10% glandular formation were classified
as poorly differentiated. The difference in the number of tumors in each
category between the group-housed and isolated mice was analyzed
using a Poisson regression model.

Tumor measurements
Beginning at 16 wk of age, the shortest and longest diameters of
each tumor in all 10 mammary gland regions were measured weekly
with electronic calipers. To maintain consistency in contact with the
animals, caliper measurements were always done ∼3 h into the dark
cycle; that is, during the animal's awake period. Tumor volume was
calculated using the formula for an ellipsoid sphere: (shortest diameter in mm)2 × (longest diameter in mm) × 0.52. Tumors with volumes
≥200 mm3 were used for comparative analysis because we found that
measurement of smaller tumors was not consistent between two independent observers. Similarly, rare huge (“runaway”) tumors that
grew rapidly to >2,500 mm3 before 20 wk of age were not used in
the analysis. A mixed-effects ANOVA model was used to analyze differences in average tumor volume per mouse between isolated and
group-housed animals. Tumor volume (the response variable) was
log-transformed to satisfy the normality assumption, and the mouse
random effect was included to account for the possible correlation between multiple tumors per animal. The mean tumor size on the original scale was then obtained based on the model estimates under the
assumptions that tumor volume follows the log-normal distribution
(17). The SEM was obtained based on the bootstrap distribution of
the mean volume with R = 1,000 bootstrap samples. Mean +/− SEM
values are reported for this and other analyses unless otherwise noted.

Mammary intraepithelial neoplasia area, apoptosis,
and proliferation indices
Mammary intraepithelial neoplasia (MIN) area analysis was done
on contralateral mammary glands to those glands used for the microarray analysis at 15 wk of age. The largest cross-sectional area of the
pectoral mammary gland fat pad (n = 4 mice for each cohort) was
measured using the area assessment tool of a Leica laser microdissection microscope (Leica Microsystems). Following measurement of the
total mammary gland area, the free-form tool was used to outline the
area of all microscopically identified MIN in the largest diameter paraffin section of each mammary gland fat pad. The measured MIN area
(including an occasional necrotic area in the center of a MIN region)
within an individual mammary gland section was then divided by the
total area of the corresponding mammary gland to calculate the relative percentage area of MIN.
The percentages of apoptotic and proliferating cells in MINinvolved mammary tissues were also determined in mice of 15 and
23 wk of age. These percentages were also determined in mammary
adenocarcinomas from 23-wk-old mice. To measure apoptotic percentages, anti–cleaved caspase-3 antibody–positive epithelial cells in five
randomly chosen fields (400× magnification) were calculated as a percentage of total cells counted (at least 2,000 cells were evaluated per
section). Because apoptosis leads to nuclear fragmentation and
decreased nuclear volume, this assay was done using traditional
microscopy and manual counting to assess nuclear architecture as
well as staining. Proliferation (the percentage of anti–Ki67-positive
tumor cells) was calculated using the Automated Cellular Imaging
System (ChromaVision) to determine the percentage of Ki67-positive
nuclei relative to the total number of counterstained epithelial cells.
For Ki67 staining, an area of at least 15,000 cells was examined at
100× magnification. The relative percentage of positively staining
caspase-3 and Ki67 cells were compared between the two housing
groups using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry
Pectoral and inguinal mammary glands used for analysis were dissected immediately following sacrifice by CO2 inhalation. The five
right lateral mammary glands were rapidly harvested and then immediately individually flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen for subsequent
RNA extraction. Left lateral mammary glands were then dissected
and immediately formalin fixed, followed by paraffin embedding
within 24 h. Paraffin-embedded 4-μm sections were stained using
H&E or subjected to immunohistochemical analysis. Following antibody optimization, sections were prepared as described previously
(18) and stained with the following antibodies: anti–estrogen receptor α

Western analysis of SV40 Tag expression
To examine SV40 Tag expression levels in pectoral premalignant
mammary glands (11-wk-old mice) and tumors (23-wk-old mice), tissues were rapidly harvested following CO 2 sacrifice, immediately
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Fig. 1. Differences in SV40 Tag expression are not associated with the social environment. (A) Isolated (n = 4) and group-housed (n = 4) mouse mammary
glands (MG; 11 wk) or (B) tumors (23 wk) were collected and prepared for Western analysis. Proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and SV40 Tag expression was
examined. β-Actin was probed as a loading control. Molecular weight markers are shown. Densitometry is shown on the right as the mean value +/− SEM (error bars).
N.S. = non-significant difference.

flash-frozen, and stored at −80°C until Western analysis could be done.
Protein extraction was done by rapidly weighing and pulverizing the
flash-frozen tissues on a sheet of dry ice to prevent thawing. Pulverized
tissues were incubated in extraction buffer (20 mmol/L Tris, 0.1 mol/L
NaCl, 0.1 mmol/L EDTA) combined with a protease/proteasome/
phosphatase inhibitor cocktail [1 mmol/L benzamidine, 40 mmol/L
β-glycerol phosphate, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride,
25 mmol/L NaF, 10 μmol/L ALLN, 10 μmol/L ALLM, 0.1 mmol/L
sodium orthopervanadate, a protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma), phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 1 (Sigma), protease inhibitor tablet (Roche),
and 1% NP40] at a volume-to-mass ratio of 4:1 for 1 h at 4°C. Samples
were vortexed briefly at 15-min intervals throughout the incubation.
Homogenized tissues were then centrifuged at 3,500 rpm for
30 min at 4°C. The resulting supernatant was transferred to a new
centrifuge tube, and protein content was determined using the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad). Samples were denatured at 95°C for 4 min in 2×
Laemmli buffer (Bio-Rad), and 12.5 μg of total tumor protein and
30 μg of total mammary gland protein were resolved by SDS-PAGE.
Equal loading of protein lysates and transfer to nitrocellulose was
confirmed using Ponçeau red staining of the membrane. Following
blocking with 5% skim milk TBS-T, blots were probed sequentially
with either anti-Tag (1:200, Abcam PAb 416) or anti–β-actin (1:1,000,
Sigma A5441) antibodies.

kit per the manufacturers' instructions (MP Biomedicals). Peak corticosterone levels following restraint were compared between grouphoused and isolated mice using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Behavior assessment
Three days after weaning, a baseline assessment of exploratory behavior was done using an open-field test. Specifically, each mouse
(along with nesting material from her cage) was gently placed into
a shallow plastic bowl (home base) that was positioned in the corner
of a 4′ × 4′ behavior apparatus resembling an open-field. The duration
of time that passed before each mouse left its home base to enter the
open-field was recorded. Based on results from this initial open-field
behavior test, mice were divided into two cohorts (A and B) with a
balanced distribution of behavior (i.e., a balanced distribution of the
time until leaving home base). Cohort A was then placed into group
housing (n = 36, 4 mice per cage) and cohort B was placed into isolated housing (n = 36, 1 mouse per cage). Following 9.5 wk of differential housing, vigilance was reassessed. Time until entering the open
field was compared between group-housed and isolated mice using
the log-rank test. Times were censored at 300 s for mice who did
not leave home base within 5 min.

Results
A model to evaluate mammary gland tumorigenesis
following social isolation
By ∼12 weeks, female C3(1)/SV40 Tag mice develop a
preinvasive neoplasia termed MIN (21), making this an excellent model for studying the development of human
breast cancer. In addition, unlike other transgenic models
of human breast cancer that commonly use MMTV or
WAP promoter-driven transgenes, the C3(1) promoter is
not affected by estradiol (12). We first ensured that the neuroendocrine changes associated with chronic social isolation
were not associated with altered C3(1)/SV40 Tag transgene
expression by examining mammary gland protein extracts
from 11-wk-old mice (Fig. 1A) and tumors from 23-wk-old

Corticosterone reactivity
To assess corticosterone reactivity to a well-validated rodent stressor, the serum from 22-wk-old mice was analyzed before and after a
30-min restraint (10). To ensure that any increase in corticosterone
did not reflect underlying diurnal variation, the restraint period and
serum sampling was initiated exactly 7 h into the 12-h dark cycle,
which corresponds to the downward slope of the rodent diurnal corticosterone cycle (20). Mice (n = 6 group-housed, n = 7 isolated) were
passively restrained within a ventilated 50-mL conical tube for 30 min.
Blood samples were collected using the tail-nick method at baseline
and 30, 60, and 120 min following initiation of the restraint. Whole
blood (30 μL) was collected at each time point, placed immediately
on ice, and centrifuged; serum was then stored at −20°C until analysis.
The corticosterone assay was carried out using a double antibody RIA
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mice (Fig. 1B) for differential SV40 Tag protein expression. Blots
were probed with an anti-SV40 Tag or anti–β-actin antibody
(as a loading control). Densitometric analysis showed that there
were no significant differences in SV40 Tag expression in mammary glands from group-housed versus isolated mice.
Having observed no differences in SV40 Tag expression, we
initiated experiments to determine whether social isolation is
associated with altered mammary gland tumor development
in this model. Figure 2 shows an outline of the experimental
approach, which combined behavioral, endocrine, mammary
gland gene expression, and tumor size measurements.

mice in isolated housing developed at least one of these large
tumors (61.5% versus 30.8%, P = 0.05). At 21 weeks, when most
mice had developed one or more palpable tumors (>200 mm3),
the average tumor size among the group-housed mice was
521.9 mm3 ± 36.9 versus 792.2 mm3 ± 67.3 (P = 0.01 by mixed
effects ANOVA; Fig. 3B). At the same point, the overall tumor
incidence (proportion of mice with at least one palpable tumor)
was 21/26 (80.8%) in isolated mice versus 17/26 (65.4%) in
group-housed mice (P = 0.35, Fisher's exact test). All palpable
tumors were confirmed at necropsy to contain invasive carcinoma. Changes in per-mouse tumor burden (log transformed)
over time are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 and suggest that
the rate of average tumor growth in the isolated mice cohort
begins to increase significantly around 18 weeks of age, whereas the isolated tumor burden becomes significantly higher than
the group-housed tumor burden by 21 weeks (P = 0.01).
Analyses of apoptosis and proliferation indices were
conducted in both MIN (15 weeks) and invasive tumors
(23 weeks). Although differences in the proportion of apoptotic
(anti–cleaved caspase-3 positive) or proliferative (anti-Ki67 positive) epithelial tumor cells were not statistically significant, we
noticed a qualitative difference in invasive carcinoma morphology between the two groups. To more objectively assess this, we
evaluated the degree of glandular differentiation of murine
mammary carcinomas based on the nomenclature recommended in the Annapolis consensus report (19). Figure 3C
shows a representative example of well-, moderately-, and
poorly- differentiated adenocarcinomas that were categorized
on the basis of their degree of glandular differentiation. An analysis of 114 adenocarcinomas from 17 mice, conducted by two
pathologists who were not aware of the mouse's environment,
showed a trend toward a higher number of poorly differentiated
adenocarcinomas in the isolated mice (P = 0.058; Fig. 3D).
These data suggest that social isolation may be associated
with the development of more poorly differentiated and larger
mammary gland tumors in genetically identical mice. Because
ERα can be associated with well-differentiated human breast
cancers, we examined ERα and PR expression using immunohistochemistry of paraffin sections of normal-appearing mammary glands, MIN, and adenocarcinomas from both isolated
and group-housed mice. This analysis revealed nuclear ERα
and PR expression in mouse mammary gland luminal epithelial cells with normal morphology, but only in about 30% of
MIN cells in both isolated and group-housed mice. Consistent
with prior reports (12), ERα and PR expression was completely absent in all mammary gland adenocarcinomas (Supplementary Fig. S2), suggesting that neither ERα nor PR
expression mediates the phenotypic differences seen between
the two groups (data not shown). GR expression was observed with equal intensity in all adenocarcinomas from both
grouped and isolated animals. Overall, these data suggest that
the expression of these nuclear receptors did not differ significantly by housing group.
We hypothesized that differences in the natural history of
tumor growth from group-housed versus isolated SV40 Tag
mice might be initiated by biological differences at the
in situ stage (MIN) of tumorigenesis. Microscopic examination of mammary glands from a subset of 15-week-old mice
showed numerous lobules filled with neoplastic cells
corresponding to preinvasive carcinoma (MIN; Fig. 4A).
We calculated the percentage area of MIN in the largest

Socially isolated mice develop larger mammary gland
tumors than group-housed mice
Mice subjected to chronic isolation from weaning until 21
weeks of age developed a greater number (nT) of larger tumors
(nT = 25 versus nT = 11) ranging in size from 600 to 2,500 mm3
(n = 26 mice in each cohort; Fig. 3A), and a higher proportion of

Fig. 2. Experimental schema. Female C3 (1)/SV40 Tag mice were weaned from
their mothers at 3 wk of age; behavior was assessed using a standard
open-field test (see Materials and Methods). Based on the results of this initial
open-field testing, the mice were divided into two cohorts with a balanced
distribution of behavior: cohort A, group-housed cohort (four mice per cage);
cohort B, individually housed cohort. At 13 wk of age, behavior testing was
repeated. At 15 wk of age, global gene expression in the mammary glands of a
subset of isolated versus group-housed mice was determined. Beginning at
16 wk, mammary gland tumor volumes were measured weekly in both cohorts.
At 20 wk, gene expression was evaluated in a second subset of mice, and at
22 wk serum corticosterone reactivity in response to a mild, acute stressor
was measured. Mice were then sacrificed and mammary glands were weighed
and the pathology was examined.
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Fig. 3. Socially isolated SV40 Tag mice develop significantly larger mammary gland tumors. A, the distribution of tumor volumes ≥600 mm3 from grouped
(gray columns) versus isolated (white columns) mice. B, isolated mice had overall significantly larger mean tumor volume at 21 wk of age. Mean tumor volume
represents the least-square means as determined using the mixed-effects ANOVA model (*, P = 0.01 based on mixed-effects ANOVA). C, representative examples of
poorly, moderately, and well-differentiated mammary carcinomas from 23-wk-old transgenic mice (H&E, 12.5×, inset 400×). D, isolated animals exhibit a trend toward
a higher number of poorly differentiated tumors per mouse (Error bars = SEM, P = 0.058 based on Poisson regression).

cross section of a single mammary gland from isolated (n = 4)
versus group-housed (n = 4) mice and found that, on average, the area involved by MIN was somewhat higher in the
isolated versus group-housed mouse tumors (5.2% ± 1.4 versus
2.8% ± 0.5), although the difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.25; Fig. 4B).
In addition to analyzing in situ neoplasias, we also examined lungs from isolated and group-housed mice for evidence
of gross and microscopic metastases. In two independent experiments, there was no evidence of gross metastatic disease
in any of the lungs examined from either cohort. However, we
found that 3 of 15 isolated (20%) versus 8 of 16 group-housed
(50%) mice showed microscopic evidence of metastases to the

www.aacrjournals.org

lungs at 23 weeks of age (P = 0.14, Fisher's exact test). Therefore, in this model, there seemed to be no statistically significant difference in the incidence of metastases between isolated
and group-housed mice.
Altered gene expression in mammary glands from
isolated mice suggests activation of cancer-associated
metabolic pathways
Because cancer development is a multistep process, we
also examined gene expression changes in mammary glands
from isolated versus group-housed mice at 15 weeks of age.
We hypothesized that differences in the social environment
might be associated with altered gene expression in the
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Fig. 4. Mammary glands from isolates
trend toward a greater MIN area.
A, representative sections of MIN in
mammary glands from group-housed (left)
versus isolated (right) mice at 15 wk of
age (H&E, 100×). B, the average
mammary gland area occupied by MIN is
greater in the isolated versus
group-housed animals (n = 4, n = 4,
Error bars = SEM, P = 0.25 based on
Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

ase α (Acaca), and hexokinase 2 (Hk2; refs. 24–27). The human orthologues of mouse Acly and Acaca were previously
shown to be up-regulated in aggressive, metastatic breast
cancer cell lines (30) and to be essential for breast cancer cell
survival (27, 28), respectively. We therefore examined whether there was an increased expression of mouse Acly, Acaca,
and Hk2 mRNA by quantitative RT-PCR using individual
mammary gland RNA from socially isolated versus grouped
housed mice (Fig. 5A). This analysis confirmed a 1.5- to 3-fold
increase in steady-state mRNA expression in mammary glands
from isolated versus group-housed mice for all three metabolic
pathway genes, suggesting that chronically isolated transgenic
mice exhibit gene expression changes associated with increased glycolytic and lipogenic metabolic pathway activation
(Fig. 5C). Interestingly, activation of these pathways has been
postulated to be a precursor to tumor development in several
cancer models (29, 30).
Using the same criteria, we examined gene expression
differences in mammary glands without palpable tumors
from 20-week-old mice. However, far fewer differences in
gene expression were noted at the later time point: Using
the same statistical criteria, only 6 down-regulated (Supplementary Table S5) and 18 differentially up-regulated transcripts (Supplementary Table S6) were identified in the
mammary gland RNA from socially isolated versus grouphoused older animals. In addition, no functional categories
from pathway analysis met the stringent P value cutoff of
1 × 10−7 used for the 15-week-old mice. These findings suggest that in this genetically engineered mouse model of human breast cancer, significant differences in metabolic
pathway gene expression associated with an altered social
environment occurs in younger mice at the initial stages
of carcinogenesis.

mammary glands because the social environment has been
previously linked to significant gene expression changes in
various tissues, including the central nervous system of mice
(22) and the peripheral blood lymphocytes of humans (23).
To examine gene expression differences, RNA was extracted
from a subset of 15-week-old mammary glands (n = 4 mice
in each group) that included some MIN but no invasive
cancer or palpable tumors. Global steady-state mRNA levels
were measured using Affymetrix technology and the Robust
Multiarray Average (RMA) algorithm (13) was used for normalization. Using a false discovery rate of 5% and a minimum
fold change of ≥1.25 (≤0.80 for down-regulation), 296 downregulated (Supplementary Table S1) and 68 up-regulated
transcripts (Supplementary Table S2) were identified in
15-week-old mouse mammary glands. We similarly examined mammary gland gene expression in mammary glands
from mice that were 20 weeks old that contained no palpable tumors.
We next identified specific functional and disease categories using IPA12 for the differentially expressed genes from
isolated versus group-housed mice. Among the 15-week-old
mice, we found that gene expression related to immunologic
disease (P = 4.08E−09), inflammatory disease (P = 8.67E−09),
and lipid metabolism (P = 2.73E−08) was significantly different in the isolated versus group-housed mouse mammary
glands (Fig. 5B). Among the metabolic genes, significantly increased gene expression was identified in genes encoding
three key enzymes known to be associated with cancer
development: ATP citrate lyase (Acly), acetyl-CoA carboxyl-

12
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Isolated mice exhibit increased vigilance and higher
corticosterone reactivity
The mechanisms connecting prolonged social isolation to
gene expression changes have long been hypothesized to involve alterations in the neuroendocrine axis (i.e., epinephrine
and corticosteroid responses). These changes are accompanied
by distinct alterations in rodent behavior that can be measured
by well-established behavior tests, such as the open-field test.
We therefore wished to determine whether these transgenic
mice exhibit differences in exploratory behavior when subjected to grouped or isolated environments (31, 32). We performed baseline open-field testing of mice at ∼3 weeks of
age before dividing them into two differentially housed
groups (3.5 weeks; Fig. 6A). We used their initial exploratory
behavior, measured as the number of seconds taken to leave
the home base, to separate the mice into two balanced groups
with similar overall behavioral profiles. Behavior of the same
cohorts of mice was then reassessed following 9.5 weeks of
differential housing. Following assignment to social isolation,
SV40 Tag mice showed an overall significantly longer time to
enter an open field (i.e., increased vigilance; P = 0.018 based
on log-rank test; Fig. 6B). These observations were confirmed
in two additional experiments and support the conclusion that
social isolation has a reproducible and quantifiable behavioral
effect on these inbred animals.
We next examined whether the isolated social environment
favors a heightened endocrine stress response (e.g., increased
corticosterone reactivity) by measuring serum corticosterone

levels at baseline and following a moderate passive restraint.
Figure 6C shows individual mouse corticosterone measurements relative to their respective baseline levels. No statistically significant differences were observed in the baseline
corticosterone levels, suggesting that chronic isolation does
not affect basal corticosterone levels in this model (Fig. 6D).
However, the subset of isolated mice examined exhibited a significantly greater rate of increase in reactive serum corticosterone during passive restraint (P = 0.022 based on Wilcoxon
rank-sum test; Fig. 6E). Furthermore, the peak absolute increase in serum corticosterone was significantly greater in the
isolated mice compared with group-housed mice (74.5 μg/dL
± 10.8 versus 39.2 μg/dL ± 3.2, P = 0.032 based on
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). These data suggest that chronic social
isolation is associated with greater exposure to corticosterone
in response to moderate restraint stressors, such as those that
may be encountered during routine animal husbandry and
tumor measurements.

Discussion
The availability of genetically engineered mouse models of
cancer allows cancer biologists to study tumorigenesis under
reproducible environmental conditions and to examine epigenetic changes in gene expression that may influence cancer
progression. To investigate the potential role of social isolation
in breast cancer and mammary gland gene expression, we
subjected SV40 Tag transgenic mice to significantly different

Fig. 5. Chronic social isolation–
associated mammary gland gene
expression. A, validation of individual
gene expression. Quantitative RT-PCR
values are given as fold change relative to
expression in group-housed mice (n = 4
individual mice per cohort). Differences in
expression were found to be significant
based on the ΔΔCt method estimates
using a mixed-effects ANOVA model
(Error bars = SEM, Acaca, P = 0.0005;
Acly, P < 0.0001; Hk2, P < 0.0001). B, the
top functional gene categories associated
with social isolation based on mammary
gland gene expression differences at
15 wk were identified using the IPA 6.5
software. C, human HK2 (hexokinase 2),
ACL (ATP citrate lyase), and ACC
(acetyl-CoA carboxylase α) genes encode
key components of cancer-associated
glycolysis and lipogenesis pathways.
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social environments and found that isolation from other mice
is associated with both an alteration in behavior and glucocorticoid reactivity to an acute stressor. Although we initially hypothesized that changes in mediators of the neuroendocrine
axis (e.g., glucocorticoids and catecholamines) might result
in a significant decrease in apoptosis and/or an increase in tumor cell proliferation, these differences did not reach statistical
significance in this mouse model. It is possible that the highly
transformed and proliferative SV40 Tag-driven mammary
gland carcinomas develop too rapidly to detect significant differences in proliferation/apoptosis. While social isolation was
not associated with a difference in the incidence of palpable
tumors, we did, however, observe larger mammary tumors
in the socially isolated transgenic mice. Furthermore, we observed increased expression of metabolic and lipid synthesis
genes in the mammary glands from 15-week-old isolated versus group-housed mice before evidence of invasive carcinoma.
The activation of both glycolysis and lipid synthesis pathways
has previously been implicated in human breast cancer

growth, a finding consistent with the subsequent development
of a much larger tumor burden in isolated animals.
We speculate that the differences in mammary gland gene
expression in isolated mice at 15 weeks favor the increased
growth potential of a subset of MIN lesions that progress to
invasive cancer. Recent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
data from our group support this hypothesis by suggesting
that only some SV40 Tag MIN lesions progress to invasive
(and eventually palpable) tumors, whereas other MIN lesions
remain stable in size or regress. In future studies, we will use
these novel imaging techniques to accurately investigate
whether stress-induced gene expression changes such as those
we have identified can influence the likelihood of MIN lesions
to progress to invasive carcinomas, in addition to causing the
increased tumor growth that we saw in our present study.
Differential glucocorticoid (and/or catecholamine) stress reactivity may influence tumor development in the isolated
SV40 Tag mouse through activation of their respective receptors and resultant downstream changes in gene expression.

Fig. 6. Mice subjected to social isolation exhibit
increased vigilance and higher corticosterone
reactivity. A, before separation into grouped or
isolated housing conditions, innate vigilance was
evaluated by measuring the time (in seconds) it
took for each mouse to venture into the open
field. Based on these measurements, mice were
then separated into two cohorts (cohort A and
cohort B) with a balanced distribution of vigilance;
cohort A was then group-housed and cohort B
was individually housed. B, following 9.5 wk of
either group housing or isolation, behavioral
testing was repeated. Overall, isolated animals
displayed more vigilant behavior; that is,
significantly longer times to enter an open-field
compared with group-housed mice (P = 0.018
based on log-rank test). C, at 22 wk of age, the
reactive stress response was assessed (n = 6
group-housed, n = 7 isolated) by measuring
serum corticosterone levels before and following
a 30-min mild restraint stressor; individual
corticosterone levels over time (relative to
baseline) are shown. Gray shading, the duration of
restraint. D, no significant difference (N.S.) was
found in baseline serum corticosterone levels.
Error bars, SEM. E, isolated mice exhibit
significantly increased corticosterone reactivity.
The slope of the increase (reactivity) was
determined by calculating the difference between
the baseline and highest level for each animal
divided by the time elapsed. Error bars, SEM
(P = 0.022 based on the Mann-Whitney U test).
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Previously, GR activation in human breast cancer xenograft
models was shown to result in antiapoptotic signaling and increased cell survival (33, 34). In the SV40 Tag mouse model reported here, we observed a progressive increase in the
percentage of GR-expressing tumor cells in mammary glands
of mice of both housing conditions, raising the possibility that
increased glucocorticoid hormone responsiveness observed in
isolated mice might favor mammary tumor growth. Although
we did not observe a specific difference in apoptosis in isolated
versus group-housed mammary gland tumors, the effect of
glucocorticoids on the early tumor environment cannot be
ruled out. In addition, there is long-standing evidence that adrenergic receptors are present in human breast cancer cells (35),
although to date these receptors have not been examined in genetically engineered mouse models of breast cancer.
Our studies also reveal that at 15 weeks of age, before mammary gland carcinomas are invasive, many more down-regulated genes (compared with up-regulated genes) were
identified in the whole mammary glands from social isolates
versus group-housed animals. Interestingly, in human subjects, perceived loneliness was also recently found to be associated with an overall greater down-regulation of gene
expression in peripheral blood leukocytes (131 down-regulated versus 78 up-regulated genes; ref. 23). Furthermore, in a
transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer's disease, far more
down-regulated (n = 36) than up-regulated (n = 5) transcripts
were observed in the brains of animals housed in a stark versus an enriched environment (22). Taken together, these data
suggest that a less enriched and interactive environment (e.g.,
social isolation) may be associated with globally repressive effects on gene expression. It is tempting to speculate that the
increased physiologic responsiveness to a superimposed,
acute stressor observed in the isolated mice may mediate epigenetic mechanisms of gene silencing through hormone action
(36). Recently, a tissue culture model of chronic exposure
to elevated concentrations of glucocorticoid in epithelial cells
found clear evidence of chromatin remodeling and GR-mediated
gene repression (37).
Despite predominantly down-regulated gene expression in
the isolated mouse mammary glands, the whole genome
mammary gland gene expression studies identified significantly elevated expression of the murine orthologues of three
key metabolic genes that are known to play a role in human
tumorigenesis: the cancer-associated glucose kinase, hexokinase 2 (Hk2), as well as the key lipogenic enzymes ATP citrate
lyase (Acly) and acetyl-CoA carboxylase α (Acaca; Fig. 5C).
HK2, the human orthologue of mouse Hk2, is overexpressed
in many human cancers (38) and encodes a protein that catalyzes a critical step in the glycolytic pathway; that is, the phosphorylation of glucose to glucose-6-phosphate (39). Unlike
other hexokinase isoforms, the activity of mitochondrialbound HK2 is not inhibited by glucose-6-phosphate production (40). As Pedersen describes in his review of the Warburg
effect (41), this lack of inhibition, along with the close proximity of HK2 to ATP synthesis at the inner mitochondrial membrane, allows HK2 to effectively “jump start” glycolysis. As a
result, the glycolytic pathway accounts for a significant proportion of the cancerous cell energy production due to overexpression of HK2. In addition, the increased rate of glycolysis
provides the premalignant or cancerous cells with many biosynthetic precursors that are necessary for rapid proliferation.

www.aacrjournals.org

Importantly, the increased rate of glycolysis in tumor tissues is
observed even in the presence of oxygen and is therefore not
simply a result of reduced mitochondrial energy production in
hypoxic conditions. It has also been shown that increased HK2
expression inhibits apoptosis through binding to the voltagedependent anion channel and interfering with proapoptotic
Bax activity (24). Therefore, the finding that murine Hk2 expression is significantly increased in the premalignant mammary glands from isolated mice suggests that the social
environment may be associated with subsequent tumor
growth through changes in mammary gland gene expression.
However, it is impossible to say with certainty whether the
slightly increased percentage of MIN area in the mammary
glands of isolated versus group-housed mice accounts for
the significant differences in metabolic gene expression or
whether instead the differences in gene expression result from
differential gene regulation in preneoplastic mammary epithelium, the surrounding adipocytes and other stromal cells, or
both.
Despite the increased glycolytic rate in cells exhibiting the
Warburg effect, glycolysis accounts for no more than 50% of
the total energy production of cancerous cells (41). The remainder of the energy is produced through the mitochondria.
Interestingly, in isolated mammary glands, we also observed
the increased expression of two important lipid synthesis
pathway genes that encode enzymes that modify the mitochondrially produced citric acid cycle intermediate, citrate,
to precursors of lipogenesis (Fig. 5). The first, Acly, encodes
the enzyme that converts citrate into cytosolic acetyl-CoA.
Acaca, another up-regulated gene, encodes the enzyme required for conversion of acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA, the
rate-determining step of lipogenesis (42). These CoA derivatives, in conjunction with products from the glycolytic pathway, provide important lipids necessary for enhanced
tumor cell proliferation (43). Several in vitro and in vivo studies also suggest that increased lipid synthesis is linked to tumor growth. For example, human ACL expression (ACL is the
human orthologue of the mouse Acly gene) is elevated in
breast cancer cell lines compared with normal breast epithelial cell lines (28). Supporting evidence that lipid synthesis
may be a targetable pathway for regulating tumor growth
and possibly prevention comes from a study showing that
knockdown of ACL expression suppresses lung adenocarcinoma cell growth (25).
Similar to ACL, human ACCα (orthologous to the mouse
Acaca gene) expression is frequently elevated in breast carcinoma (44). Furthermore, down-regulation of ACCα leads to a significant increase in apoptosis in both MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7
breast cancer cell lines (27). Similarly, ACCα activity is essential
for survival and proliferation of prostate cancer cell lines (45)
and knockdown of ACCα leads to inhibition of prostate cancer
cell proliferation (26). Interestingly, it has been suggested that
the human breast cancer tumor suppressor protein BRCA1
may form a complex with phosphorylated ACCα, thereby
maintaining ACCα in its phosphorylated/inactive state and
reducing tumor cell growth (46). Some BRCA1 deleterious mutations prevent the formation of the BRCA1/pACCα complex,
thereby enabling the cell to enter a high-energy state that favors anabolic metabolism and supports tumor growth.
The increased expression of the important metabolic genes
found in this study is consistent with the hypothesis that social
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isolation is associated with higher activity of important glycolytic and lipid synthesis pathways favoring tumor growth (Fig.
5). Conversely, increased social support might favor inhibition
of these gene expression pathways, many of which are associated with lipid production. Recent clinical evidence supports
the role of social support in reducing breast cancer growth—
in a study of 227 early-stage breast cancer patients who were
randomized to receive either social intervention or no additional social support following adjuvant chemotherapy, enhanced psychosocial support reduced the risk of breast
cancer recurrence (hazard ratio, 0.55; P = 0.034) and death
(hazard ratio, 0.44; P = 0.016; ref. 50).
The additional finding that many of the differentially regulated mammary gland genes from animals assigned to an isolated versus group-housed environment are composed of
inflammatory, immunologic, as well as metabolic genes also
suggests that differential glucocorticoid exposure may mediate some of the differences in gene expression. Interestingly,
up-regulated ACCα mRNA expression (47, 48) and increased
ACL activity (49) have been previously linked to GR signaling. To further explore the possibility of a glucocorticoid signaling signature, we compared the differentially regulated
mouse genes found in this study to those in an in vitro study
of human MDA-MB-231 cultured breast cancer cells treated
with the synthetic glucocorticoid dexamethasone. Approximately 82% of the differentially expressed 15-week-old mouse
mammary gland genes had identifiable human orthologues
and of these genes approximately one fifth were regulated
similarly following either exposure to chronic social isolation
(mouse mammary gland) or glucocorticoid treatment (human
breast cancer cells; see Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 for
these gene lists). Given the differences in species, cell types,
timing of glucocorticoid exposure, and conditions (in vivo versus in vitro), this 20% overlap in gene expression suggests that
a component of the gene expression differences associated
with social isolation may be glucocorticoid-mediated.
The differential gene expression in the early-age mammary
glands and the subsequently greater mammary gland tumor
growth in isolated versus group-housed mice does not seem

to be accompanied by an increased metastatic potential in this
model. Although in the isolated mice, tumor sizes were on average larger and the tumor morphology exhibited a trend toward less glandular differentiation, the lack of significant
difference in the frequency of microscopic metastases to the
lungs suggests that an altered social environment is not associated with the primary metastatic process. One explanation
for this finding could be that the specific gene expression pathways (e.g., increased lipid synthesis) that are altered in association with social isolation influence primary mammary gland
tumor growth and are distinct from molecular pathways driving metastasis.
In summary, we have used a mouse model of human breast
cancer to show for the first time that a chronically isolated social environment correlates with specifically altered mammary
gland gene expression. Furthermore, the complement of differentially expressed mammary gland genes associated with
social isolation suggests activation of key cancer-linked metabolic pathways. Understanding the specific molecular networks connecting an individual's environment with his or
her physiologic stress response and, ultimately, with tissue
gene expression favoring tumor growth is expected to uncover
novel mechanisms promoting tumor growth in the context of
specific environmental stressors. It is possible that the metabolic gene expression pathways identified in this study may
also contribute to the mechanisms underlying the observation
that patients with self-reported social isolation are at higher
risk for diabetes (51) and hypertension (1) as well as cancer (2).
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